
Lab 2 Worksheet

Problems

Problem 1: Geometry and Linear Equations

Linear algebra is, first and foremost, the study of systems of linear equations. You are going
to encounter linear systems frequently in real-life biological systems—as the stoichiometric
coefficients for a biochemical reaction, like you saw in Lab 1, or as approximations to differ-
ential equations in population biology, for example.

In high school algebra, you learned that linear equations have a geometric meaning. We’re
going to explore this more using the techniques—the formalism—of linear algebra. Try to
find a solution to the following system of two equations in two unknowns:

5x− y = −12

5x− y = 3.

Some of you will point out very quickly that this system has no solution. Explain why.

Now, what does this mean geometrically? Use the plot() function to display both of these
lines in the same figure within a 20× 20 window.

Section 2.1 of Strang gives a nice way of thinking about the rows and columns of a matrix. In
linear algebra we go from a system of linear equations (however large) to a matrix equation.
The matrix equation consists of a coefficient matrix ; a vector of unknowns (corresponding to
the coefficient matrix); and a constraint vector (which completes the information we have in
the system). For this system, we can read off the coefficients and assign them to the matrix
as follows:

x y[
5 −1
5 −1

] [
x
y

]
=

[
−12

3

]
As you’ll notice, the first row of this matrix contains the coefficients of the two unknown
variables, x and y for the first equation. You have already solved this equation once—by
hand or by inspection—but now let’s use the linear algebra tools in MATLAB.
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In class you will discuss elimination (or “Gaussian elimination”), which is a method for
solving matrix equations. The most popular algorithm for carrying this out is called LU de-
composition (“lower-upper” decomposition), in which the coefficient matrix is transformed
into a matrix with elements only in the upper-right triangle—this immediately leads to “back
substitution” (i.e, solving for one of the equations for y in terms of x, then substituting your
answer into the other equation to solve for x).

See what happens when you try to solve the above matrix equation by LU decomposition.
You can use the command

>> x = M\b

(Note: this is a forward slash!) Here, M is the coefficient matrix, x is the solution vector, and
b is the constraint vector. As expected MATLAB cannot find a solution. Explain in your
own words why this is the case.

The message on your screen will indicate that M is a singular matrix—this means that it
is not invertible. This point is a key takeaway from section 1.3:

Dependent columns: Mx = 0 has many solutions. M is not invertible.

Now, consider the set of equations

2y − x = −4

y − 7x = 4.

First, solve the system by hand and see if there is a solution. Next, plot the two lines on the
same figure (with an appropriate window) and show the intersection (if any). Finally, write
down a matrix equation for this system and evaluate it using MATLAB. Do these methods
all agree?

Problem 2: Writing a Matrix Multiplier

In this problem you are going to study the mechanics of matrix multiplication in-depth and
finish with your first MATLAB program. Suppose you have two matrices, A and B. If A
has n rows and B has n columns, then you can multiply the two. There are several different
methods for carrying out this operation, and Strang explains them in detail in section 2.4.
The two most important methods are the inner-product method (the “conventional” way)
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and the outer-product method.

Mathematicians call the dot product an inner product—we worked with this in Lab 1. So
each element of the product matrix, which we denote by (AB)ij (the entry in the ith row
and the jth column), is a dot product:

(AB)ij = (row i of A) · (column j of B).

It should be clear to you that both items in parentheses on the right-hand side of this equa-
tion are vectors. This equation tells us why matrix multiplication is only allowed when the
number of rows of A matches the number of columns of B. MATLAB has a built-in matrix
multiplier, which you call when you type A * B. However, by writing your own version, you
will gain a deeper understanding of how the procedure works, and you will accomplish your
first substantial MATLAB coding exercise.

The best way to start a program is the same way as you would start at term paper—by
outlining it. For the outer-product multiplication, your outline should include the following
(for each item, there is a mini-task to help familiarize you with the operation):

• Initializing the product, AB, as a matrix with the correct dimensionality. zeros(n,

m) creates a matrix with n rows and m columns, and fills it with zeros. Make a 3× 5
matrix filled with zeros.

• Indexing: In order to assign the correct value to each (AB)ij, you will need to identify
it properly, for example, via AB(i, j). You will call these one-at-a-time via the “for”
loops.

• A “nested ‘for’ loop,” which is one “for” loop contained inside another. This is how
you will move through—one-by-one—the elements of the product matrix. The first
loop might step through the rows and the second loop through the columns. Start with
a 4× 4 matrix of random entries via rand(4). Use a “for” loop and indexing to print
out to the screen all of the elements in the second row.

• Calculating a given element. Use the dot() function. Calculate the dot product of
(4, 5, 7, 3) and (4, 3, 1, 9) by hand.

Although computational scientists often use the two words interchangeably, script and func-
tion mean two slightly different things in MATLAB. Both are created as M-files (.m exten-
sion), but functions accept input variables and return outputs, whereas scripts do a fixed
set of operations every time you call them. In other words, if you want to do a general
operation on any variable you like, use a function; if you want to save several lines of code
for something in the future, use a script. You’ll be creating a function today.

This screen capture shows you how to create a new function (1) and provides a template that
you can use for your program. The function begins with function, followed by the name of
the variable you want to output. You will start by naming your function and defining the
input variables, which here are A and B (2). Make sure that you choose a name that is clear
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to you; that is not the same as a built-in MATLAB command; and that does not contain
any spaces. Each time you call this new function, you will use the name that you define now.

It’s often useful to add a few comments to help you keep track of what your functions do
and when you made them (3). Comments are indicated by any line that starts with “%”—
MATLAB will ignore these lines.

Underneath the comments section comes the body of your code (4). If you are naming your
product matrix AB, then you will need to start by initializing it. Whenever a line of your
code performs an operation, end it with a semicolon to avoid outputting the result.

You can save your M-file using the dropdown menu near the “New” menu. By default,
MATLAB creates a folder (or “directory”), called “MATLAB,” which, if you are using a
Mac, shows up in your Documents folder. This is a good place to store your file. Above the
Editor window is a white bar, which displays the current path. This is the place MATLAB
looks when you try to execute your function. Make sure that your file is saved to the current
path. (If you don’t understand this part ask your TA.)

Now, test your new function by multiplying two random matrices. If you chose the same
name for your function as we use in the example, then your syntax will be

>> A = rand(4)

>> B = rand(3, 4)

>> inner multiplier(A, B)
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Use the built-in multiplier, A * B, to check this result.

Problem 3: Gene Expression Graphs

We have already discussed a few places in biology in which matrix multiplication is useful.
Another example is the use of a type of mathematics called graph theory to study gene
expression. There is an entire subfield of biology, known as systems biology, which uses these
techniques to understand the extremely complex ways in which genes are regulated in an
organism (among other things). Even as every cell in the human body has the same genome,
each cell can also express differently—producing different proteins, a different phenotype,
and sometimes an entirely different cell type.

Systems biologists often create graphs as a means for visualizing and studying the ways in
which one gene’s activity affects those of other genes. We’re going to look—as a very simple
example—at the graph drawn by Strang in Example 2.4A and shown in this problem.

In this graph, each point or node represents a gene, and a line or edge represents an interac-
tion. For example, gene 1, when expressed, can activate both gene 2 and gene 3. We should
note that, in a real-life example, the graph will be a directed graph, in which the edges are
replaced by arrows showing the direction of the regulatory action (i.e, which gene does the
regulating).

To study this system, you can create an adjacency matrix :

1 2 3 4

S =


0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0


1
2
3
4
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This matrix contains all of the information about the connectivity of the graph—for example,
the ones in the first row tell us that gene 1 regulates genes 2 and 3. Strang explains that
S2 tells us the number of two-step “walks” or paths between any pair of nodes (recall that
S2 is shorthand for SS). Biologically, this could give us information on indirect regulatory
pathways that influence a particular gene. Use your matrix multiplier to determine the
number of four-step walks between any pair of genes. You can either call your function four
times, or start with S3 from the textbook. Afterwards, use the built-in multiplier to check
your answer.

Problem 4: Outer-Product Multiplier

Now, you are going to write another function to implement the outer-product method for
matrix multiplication. In the outer-product method, we multiply a column vector (1 column)
by a row vector (1 row) to produce a matrix with the same number of rows as the column
vector and the same number of columns as the row vector:

(AB)ij = Ai ×Bj

Note: Since A and B are vectors, we only need one index to identify their elements. This
formula means that column i of AB consists of the column vector A scaled by the ith element
in the corresponding column of B. To visualize this, plot the vector[

2
4

]
then, in the same figure, plot this vector scaled (multiplied) by 3.

Create a function which carries out outer-product multiplication between a 5-D column vec-
tor and a 3-D row vector. Follow the same procedure as before, starting with an outline
to understand how this function will differ from the last one that you wrote. One useful
command for this is “.*”, as in “v .* 4 ”, which multiplies each component of the vector
v by 4 and returns a vector. Another potentially useful trick is to index an entire column at
once, rather than one element at a time. For example,

>> M(2, :)

identifies the entire second row of matrix M. Once you have written your function, use it to
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evaluate

AB =


4
6
3
7
1

 [ 4 5 7
]
.

Before you write this function, though, calculate by hand what AB32 is. Check your answer
for AB.

Problem 5: Stoichiometry, Revisited

In Lab 1 we introduced the stoichiometric matrix equation as a method for checking that a
chemical reaction equation is properly balanced. In that problem we studied the first step
of glycolysis, and we used the stoichiometric equation to perform elemental balance—an
expression of conservation of momentum.

Another physical quantity that must be conserved in a chemical reaction is electric charge.
Let’s consider the important biochemical reaction by which the O−

2 “free radical” is destroyed
via what’s called the superoxide dismutase enzyme:

2O−
2 + 2H+ ⇒ O2 + H2O2

If you haven’t learned about free-radical behavior in a biology class, then you might still have
heard of these ions in the context of commercial anti-aging products. Indeed, there is biologi-
cal evidence for the role of oxygen free radicals in aging processes, as well as in inflammation.

It might be helpful to consult your Lab 1 worksheet. You are given a partially set-up matrix
equation below, where the first matrix, the electric charge matrix (whose entries, w, x, y,
and z, are the net charges of each reaction component) needs to be filled in. Complete this
matrix and then use your outer-product multiplier to check if the supplied stoichiometric
ratios are correct.

O−
2 H+ O2 H2O2

ES = e
[
w x y z

] 
−2
−2
1
1


Here, e is the charge of an electron. The result of this multiplication is a 1× 1 matrix (i.e,
a scalar). What operation on two vectors results in a scalar?
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